
Simplified Digital TV Reception



What is Over-the-Air TV?

• Free, local network TV stations

• Broadcast from local towers to surrounding areas

• Known as Off-Air, Over-the-Air (OTA) or Local TV

• Requires aerial, OTA antenna

• Signal broadcast in both VHF & UHF

• Switched from analog to digital in June - 2009



The Digital TV Transition

Analog Digital

The switch from analog to digital off-air TV provides better picture qualityThe switch from analog to digital off-air TV provides better picture quality
and more available channels, but also presents the following challenges:

• Antenna positioning is now more critical and difficult

• Must point antenna to find channels before optimizing signal

• Older antennas not ideally suited for UHF reception – 80% of digital

• Many new antennas not ideally suited for VHF reception

80% of all digital channels are now UHF!



Challenges with the new Digital TV Signals

Antenna pointing is more difficult
- Need to scan for channels

- Where are they coming from?

With digital, you either have it or you don’t
- Digital picture is either great or gone- Digital picture is either great or gone

- No more snowy picture to improve from

80% of the new digital channels are UHF
- Analog signals were nearly all VHF

- Older antennas not well suited for UHF digital reception



Antenna Positioning – The Old Way

1. Turn the TV on

2. Select a channel

3. Rotate antenna to get the best picture3. Rotate antenna to get the best picture

With analog TV you would simply select a channel, 
then point the antenna to see if you could get it



Antenna Positioning Today

Scanning for Channels

1. Turn TV on

2. Scan for available channels

3. Rotate antenna 90 degrees, re-scan

4. Rotate antenna 90 degrees, re-scan

Scan 2 Scan 3
Scan 4Scan 1

4. Rotate antenna 90 degrees, re-scan

5. Rotate antenna 90 degrees, re-scan

6. Select channel, fine tune & re-scan

Problems

- Older antennas have poor UHF reception

- Channels often available from multiple directions

90°

90°

90°



Loading the TV’s Channel List

Scan 1

Scan 2

Scan 3

Scan 4

You must receive acceptable signal on a channel whi le 
scanning in order for it to appear in the channel l ist

Expected channel scan results

Scan 1 = minimal to no channels

Scan 2 = few channels

Scan 3 = few channels

Scan 4 = Most available channels

Scan 2



JACK – Replacement Antenna Head

Improves Digital TV reception
- Built-in amplifier for maximum signal gain

- Designed for the new Digital TV frequencies

Small size and lightweight
- Simple, 5 minute retrofit

- Easy DIY project with universal mounting bracket- Easy DIY project with universal mounting bracket

- 13”L x 17”W x 2”H and just 1.5 lbs

Wider reception range
- Broader reception angle – not as directional

- 90+ mile range

Great reception of both VHF and UHF signals
- Covers the full digital TV spectrum

Model OA8000



SureLock™ – Digital TV Signal Meter

Pinpoint the location of local DTV towers
- Point the antenna before scanning for channels

Saves time and frustration
- Eliminate the need for multiple channel scans
- Takes the guesswork out of finding the towers

Simple to use, plug -n-play designSimple to use, plug -n-play design
- Connects to any TV antenna output or in-line (splitter)

Positive signal identification
- LED lights indicate where DTV signal is strongest

Variable sensitivity adjustment
- Foolproof antenna pointing in both strong and weak 

signal areas
Model SL1000



Finding the Digital Signal with SureLock™

Position “A” Position “C”

Position “D”

NORTH

WEST EAST

Position “B”

SOUTH

Position “B” Position “C” Position “D”Position “A”



JACK Fixed Mount Antenna System

Compact, aerodynamic design
- 70% smaller and lighter than traditional antennas

Built-in Signal Meter
- Right at the rotation knob where you need it

Adjustable for different roof thicknesses
- 1-1/4” to 6” roofs without any cutting or gluing- 1-1/4” to 6” roofs without any cutting or gluing

Fixed height at 11”
- No need to crank up, can’t forget to crank down
- Lower than A/C unit or satellite dish
- Compatible with mobile DTV reception

Environmentally protected
- No exposed coaxial cables or connectors

Full 360 ° of rotation
- No dead spot for signal to hide

Model OA8200 - white
Model OA8201 – black



Simplified Digital TV Reception

LED’s indicate when antenna is 
pointed for best signal reception

Depress button to allow antenna rotation, 
release to lock antenna in place

Directional arrow  on rotation knob shows 
which way the antenna is pointed

Signal meter sensitivity adjustment lets 
you increase or decrease gain in strong 
or weak signal areas for optimal 
resolution on signal meter


